
Patrick Otter presents us here with a well-researched and accurate account of the largely ‘
forgotten heroes’ of 1 Group, RAF Bomber Command during the Second World War. The 
narrative moves at a lively pace, combining appropriate levels of detail regarding operations, 
aircraft, bases and incidents, with background details that set the squadron’s exploits within
the wider context of unfolding war.

This is an overdue tribute to a major contributing factor towards the ending of the Second
World War in Europe, highlighting the superiority of the RAF equipment made available and
tactics adopted as the war developed. The humanity and professionalism of the participants,
flung against amazing odds, shines through and a real feeling of engagement at the forefront
of events is conveyed through these tales of squadron fraternity amongst the men of 1 Group. 

Complete with maps and photographic illustrations throughout, it serves as a fitting tribute to
this particular branch of Bomber Command, their losses, victories and enduring legacy.
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